FASTEST PATH VEHICLE SPEED ANALYSIS AT STANDARD TURBOROUNDABOUTS WITH VARIOUS APPROACH LEG POSITIONS
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Abstract: In previous studies, a new (improved) turboroundabout design approach based on the rules of the design vehicle movement geometry was proposed, and the optimal design of elements of standard turboroundabouts for various design vehicle scenarios, circulatory roadway radii, and approach leg positions was defined. Within the scope of this research, the applicability of the current Dutch calculation model for fastest-path vehicle speed analyses at standard turboroundabout schemes designed by a previously described procedure was examined. Research results have shown that this Dutch calculation model does not apply to standard turboroundabouts whose approach legs are aligned under various angles and translatory shifted regarding the roundabout geometric center, and therefore, should not be used for speed analyses at this roundabout type until a new calculation model, which corresponds to the real traffic situation, is developed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The fastest path vehicle speed is the speed a passenger car achieves while taking the straightest possible path through a roundabout, in the absence of other vehicles, and by not respecting the lane markings on the roadway [1]. As stated in [2], speed analysis at roundabouts can be conducted using three different approaches: by measuring the roundabout's geometric features and checking the achieved deflection (German model); by measuring the roundabout's geometric features and then calculating the path radii and vehicle speed (Dutch model); by constructing the fastest paths through the roundabout, measuring the path radii, and then calculating the vehicle speed (American model). Therefore, the choice of roundabout design elements significantly affects the value of this speed, as well as the roundabout capacity and traffic safety [3].

The issue of speeding at roundabouts particularly occurs in double-lane roundabouts, where drivers often intentionally ignore all lane markings and choose the fastest possible path through the circulatory roadway [4-5]. Due to the aforementioned, classic double-lane roundabouts are being used less and less in the design practice in the last few decades and are being replaced with some “safer alternatives” [6-8]. One such “safer alternative” is a turboroundabout - specially designed multi-lane roundabout with spiral circulatory roadway, where the traffic flows at the entrance, circulatory roadway, and exit are physically separated by raised mountable lane dividers [9-10].

Turboroundabouts have two principal advantages over conventional double-lane roundabouts, based on the physical separation of the lanes: a) reduction in the number of conflict points; b) speed reduction along the entry, circulatory, and exit zones [11-12]. The inventor of turboroundabouts, L.G.H. Fortuijn, states that the vehicle speed in turboroundabouts is notably lower than in double-lane roundabouts (up to 50 km/h for roundabouts with small inner radii) and quite similar to the vehicle speed in single-lane roundabouts [9]. The authors of the study [13] explained that the main reason for such an occurrence is the specific path curvature, which is the inverse of the radius, and that driving inconvenience increases with centripetal acceleration, which is in direct correlation with curvature. Petru and Krivda stressed that vehicle speed in turboroundabouts depends significantly on the choice of dimensions of its design elements (turbo block size and position, circulatory roadway inner radii, width of splitter islands, entry and exit radii) and that wide circulatory lanes frequently lead to high driving speeds at the circulatory roadway [14].

According to the majority of existing regulations for the design of turboroundabouts, Dutch guidelines [15], Slovenian technical specifications [16], Serbian design manual [17], and Croatian guidelines [18], fastest path vehicle speed analyses are carried out, together with horizontal swept path analyses, at the end of the design process using a Dutch calculation model. If these analyses show that the applied elements do not fulfill the swept path and/or speed requirements, a redesign of roundabout elements is indispensable. On the other hand, German working document [19] does not require verification of the fastest path vehicle speed after all turboroundabout elements are designed.

In previous studies [20-22] the main shortcomings of previously described turboroundabout design procedures, which may lead to oversized or undersized turboroundabout solutions, were analyzed, and a new (improved) turboroundabout design approach based on the rules of the design vehicle movement geometry was proposed. As a result, the optimal design of elements of standard turboroundabouts (Figure 1) for various design vehicle scenarios, circulatory roadway radii, and approach leg positions was defined [23-25].

Within the scope of this research, the applicability of the Dutch calculation model for fastest-path vehicle speed analyses at standard turboroundabout schemes designed by a previously described procedure was examined.
2 METHODS

The optimal design of elements of standard turboroundabouts (turbo block, circulatory roadway, central island, approach leg elements, raised mountable lane dividers) was defined based on the results of extensive swept path analyses carried out through the six basic steps shown in Figure 2. As stated in the Introduction, multiple influential parameters were considered in these analyses:

- 3 design vehicle scenarios: a two-axle truck with a three-axle semitrailer, a three-axle bus, and both aforementioned design vehicles (Figure 3a);
- 11 circulatory roadway (turbo block) inner radii values: 11 m \( \geq R_1 \geq 21 \text{ m} \ (\Delta=1 \text{ m}) \) (Figure 3b);
- 23 different approach leg positions: radial alignment at angles of \( 75^\circ \geq \alpha \geq 105^\circ \ (\Delta=5^\circ) \), translational shift to the right \( +1 \text{ m} \geq O_R \geq +8 \text{ m} \ (\Delta=1 \text{ m}) \), and translational shift to the left \( -1 \text{ m} \geq O_L \geq -8 \text{ m} \ (\Delta=1 \text{ m}) \) (Figure 3b).

Consequently, a total of 759 initial standard turboroundabout schemes with various turbo block dimensions and approach leg positions were created, of which only 161 fulfilled the swept path requirements. Even though three design vehicle scenarios were observed in this study, both trucks with semitrailers and intercity buses are commonly present in traffic networks in suburban areas where turboroundabouts are usually planned. Therefore, the dimensions of the design elements that fulfilled the swept path requirements of both vehicles mentioned above were recommended for use in the design practice (Table 1).
Finally, it should be emphasized that all input parameters and limit dimensions of individual turboroundabout elements applied in the previously described design procedure were chosen based on the recommendations of current regulations for the design of roundabouts and turboroundabouts and detailed analysis of scientific and professional literature from the subject area, and that the dimensions of the design elements of turboroundabout schemes that fulfilled the swept path requirements are given in previous studies [23-25].
Figure 3 Influential parameters considered in the analyses: a) relevant design vehicles, b) inner radius and approach leg positions

Table 1 Recommended standard turboroundabout radii and approach leg positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner radius R1 [m]</th>
<th>Approach leg positions</th>
<th>Outer radius O_L [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>75 – 105</td>
<td>1 – 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>75 – 105</td>
<td>1 – 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Construction of vehicle fastest paths

Speed analyses at standard turboroundabout schemes that fulfilled the swept path requirements (Table 1) were conducted using the Dutch calculation model. The analyses were carried out for through movement, right turn from the outer entry lane, and right turn from the inner entry lane. Consequently, twelve fastest vehicle paths were constructed for each standard turboroundabout scheme, taking into account the recommended distance of 1 m from potential points of impact (roadway edges and raised mountable lane dividers):

- 6 fastest paths for through movement, consisting of three reverse circular arcs of the same radius (Figure 4a);
- 4 fastest paths for right turn from the outer entry lane, consisting of one circular arc (Figure 4b);
- 2 fastest paths for right turn from the inner entry lane, consisting of one circular arc (Figure 4c).
According to the Dutch calculation model, the values of circular arc radii at the fastest paths for through movements in the main driving direction \((R_{p1}, R_{p2}, R_{p3})\) should be determined using equation (1). In contrast, the values of circular arc radii at the fastest paths for right turns \((R_{p4}, R_{p5}, R_{p6})\) should be determined iteratively with respect to the recommended distance from potential points of impact. As stated in [18], number of aforementioned potential points of impact depends on the alignment of the roundabout approach legs and the fastest path shape.

\[
R_{p1} = R_{p2} = R_{p3} = \frac{(0.25 \cdot L)^2 + (0.5 \cdot (U + 2))^2}{U + 2}
\]  

where \(R_{p1}, R_{p2}, \) and \(R_{p3}\) are the radii of the circular arcs at the fastest paths for through movements in the main driving direction [m], \(L\) is the distance between the start point of the roundabout entry radius and the endpoint of the roundabout exit radius [m], and \(U\) is the deviation i.e. the distance between the central island/raised mountable lane divider and the tangent (L) between the roundabout entry and exit radio (Figure 5).

In this research, the values of circular arc radii at the fastest paths for through movements in the side driving direction \((R_{p3})\) could not be constructed using equation (1) because of the various positions of the turboroundabout approach legs in that driving direction. Namely, when turboroundabout approach legs were not aligned radially under the angles of 90\(^\circ\), the tangents (L) between the roundabout entry and exit radii, and the deflections (U) could not be defined properly i.e. they could not be defined in accordance with the recommendations provided in the regulations [15-18]. In light of the above considerations, values of circular arc radii \((R_{p3})\) were also determined iteratively with respect to the recommended distance from potential points of impact.
2.2 Calculation of vehicle speed

The vehicle speed at the fastest paths constructed by the previously described procedure was calculated using equation (2). These calculated speed values were then analyzed and compared with the maximum recommended speed values given in existing regulations for the design of turboroundabouts [15-18] (Table 2).

\[ V_i = 7.4 \cdot \sqrt{R_{pi}} \]  

(2)

where \( V_i \) is the vehicle speed at the fastest path \( R_{pi} \) [km/h] and \( R_{pi} \) is the radius of the circular arc at the fastest path \( i \) [m].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum speed</th>
<th>Approach leg positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recommended</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highest</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 RESEARCH RESULTS

The results of speed analyses carried out on standard turboroundabout schemes that fulfilled the swept path requirements using a Dutch calculation model are shown in Figure 6 and Table 3. As it can be seen, on 31 of a total of 38 standard turboroundabout schemes (81% of cases) at least one of the fastest paths for a right turn could not be constructed, and the main reason for this were the raised mountable lane dividers located between the traffic lanes at the roundabout approach legs and circulatory roadway. This especially occurred in turboroundabout schemes on which approach leg angle values were varied and turboroundabout schemes on which approach legs were translatory shifted to the left.
Figure 6 Results of speed analyses carried out on standard turboroundabout schemes which fulfilled the swept path requirements

Furthermore, speed values on the fastest paths for through movements (V1, V2, V3) were not affected by the change in approach leg positions, and they ranged from 41 to 45 km/h. On the fastest paths for right turns (which could be constructed), speed values (V4, V5, V6) were notably greater, especially when the approach leg angle values were varied. The following relations between the speed values on the fastest paths for right turns, and approach leg positions were identified:

- The value of speed V4 increases with an increase of the values of the approach leg’s angles and an increase of the values of translatory shifts to the right, and decreases with an increase of the values of translatory shifts to the left;
- The value of speed V5 increases with an increase of the values of the approach leg’s angles, and decreases with an increase of the values of translatory shifts to the right;
- The value of speed V6 decreases with an increase of values of approach leg angles and an increase of the values of the translatory shifts to the right.
Table 3 Summarized results of speed analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner radius R1 [m]</th>
<th>Approach leg positions</th>
<th>α [°]</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>85</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>95</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>(•)²,³</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(•)²,³</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_R [m]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(•)³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_L [m]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>(•)²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(•)³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(•)³ - fastest paths for right turn with radius R4 could not be constructed
(•)² - fastest paths for right turn with radius R5 could not be constructed
(•)³ - all fastest paths were constructed

The relation between the speed values on the fastest paths for right turns with radii R5 and R6 and approach leg translatory shifts to the left could not be defined because most of these paths could not be constructed for these approach leg positions.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Research results have shown that the Dutch calculation model for speed analyses, recommended by majority of existing regulations for the design of turboroundabouts [15-18], does not apply to standard turboroundabouts with various approach leg positions. As stated earlier, in 81% of cases, at least one of the fastest paths for a right turn could not be constructed at such turboroundabouts, and the main reason for this were the raised mountable lane dividers located between the traffic lanes at the roundabout approach legs and circulatory roadway. In addition, the values of circular arc radii at the fastest paths for through movements in the side driving direction (R_3) could not be constructed using equation (1), also due to the raised mountable lane dividers i.e. various positions of turboroundabout approach legs in that driving direction.

It should be noted that this Dutch calculation model was initially used for speed analyses at classic single-lane roundabouts [16, 26-28], and afterwards, the same guidelines for the construction of vehicle fastest paths and calculation of fastest path vehicle speed were provided in the current regulations for the design of turboroundabouts [15-18]. Extensive research [29] carried out at several single-lane roundabouts in Croatia has shown that the theoretical fastest paths and speed values determined by means of previously described calculation model significantly differ from those determined by means of field measurements. Apart from that, a certain number of theoretical fastest paths could not be constructed, also due to the specific positions of the approach legs at these roundabouts. As a result, a new calculation model for speed analyses at single-lane roundabouts, which corresponds to the real traffic situation, was proposed in the aforementioned research.

Furthermore, it should be emphasized that observed regulations for the design of turboroundabouts [15-18] are providing predetermined dimensions of basic design parameters (turbo block parameters) for turboroundabouts whose approach legs are aligned radially at angles of 90°. The author of the study [30] has indicated that such approach legs are often difficult to plan, especially in the case of reconstruction of existing road intersections located at sites with significant spatial limitations, and that the main shortcoming of existing roundabout design procedures is that they do not consider the impact of various approach leg positions on fastest path vehicle speed values. Accordingly, maximum recommended speed values given in Table 2 could not be achieved in this study either.

In the light of the above considerations, the following conclusions can be made:
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- The Dutch calculation model for speed analyses does not apply to standard turboroundabouts whose approach legs are aligned under various angles i.e. translatory shifted regarding the roundabout geometric center;
- Consequently, a new calculation model for speed analyses at turboroundabouts, which corresponds to the real traffic situation, should be developed, and a revision of existing regulations for the design of turboroundabouts should be considered.

Until this new calculation model is developed, the driving speed at existing turboroundabouts could perhaps be reduced by applying other speed control measures, such as installing vertical traffic calming devices at roundabout approaches, speed radars, etc. Finally, it is questionable whether the speed limits given in Table 2 can be achieved at all at these specially designed multi-lane roundabouts with large diameters, which are, in most cases, constructed in suburban areas. According to German working document, which is one of the newest regulations for the design of turboroundabouts, properly designed turboroundabout should only fulfill the swept path requirements, and fastest-path vehicle speed analyses are not required.
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